
 

JBC40 Series Truck Mounted Concrete Mixer Pump

TRUCK MOUNTED CONCRETE MIXER PUMP IS SMALL BATCHING
PLANT

WITH MOBILE MIXER AND CONCRETE PUMP

JBC40 Series Truck-mounted Concrete Pump is truck-mounted, concrete mixer, and mixing pump all
in one machine, and is by mixing pump combined with the chassis. It can be referred to as mixing
pump designed for rural housing construction and development of patented products. Pump is
different in the past, have the function of mixing and transportation. Mixing pumping one conveyor is
higher, faster, further, security.

Main Structure Of Concrete Pump Truck:
1.CONTROL SYSTEM:
Electric control system adopts the Germany Siemens, omron, schneider electric components;Double
protect closed system, electrical components failure rate is low;Using programmable design,
protection program, not easy to burn out electrical components.
2.MIXING SYSTEM:、
Mixer used domestic famous brands, low fault rate and speed, high efficiency; Mixer with liner and
prolong the service life of the mixer, lining board replaceable; Hopper extra bigger, improve
efficiency.
3.LARGE USING SPACE :
Three-dimensional space is large, convenient maintenance, replacement of parts is convenient, the
use of space is large.
4.POWER SYSTEM:
Electric and diesel dual purpose, it is suitable for all kinds of site conditions. If the site have electric
power, customer can use the power, no electricity can use own diesel generators. YUCHAI diesel
generator is the domestic famous brand, stable performance, low failure rate.
5.WALKING SYSTEM:
Vehicle no need disassembly, chassis with low and high grade become simple at climbing, mud road
easy get out the red as its have long axis.
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Concrete Mixer Truck Pump Features:

1.Transmission distance, pumping the floor pumping perpendicular to the machine can be delivered
with high mixing 50 m (15-20), and meet the needs of building higher. Horizontal distance of 150
meters, and meet the needs of rural road hardening.
2.Truck mixer pump maintenance mobile convenient; and pump truck space small of features; in
compared narrow of road for construction, large of mixing truck often hard into, trailer concrete
pump is best choice for this situation. Mixing pump can save costs, when construction on the site if
you want to transport large truck pump to the site , waste large amounts of financial and material
resources, and this one mixing pump can drive directly to the construction site, convenient and high
efficiency.
3. The goof quality of concrete truck pump in the production of concrete mixing, concrete work ability
and good performance in dense, high strength, tensile and bending ability.
4. Mixing pump with high efficiency, the twin-shaft mixer speed and pumping theory of up to 23
hours.
5. Mixing pump moving easy and fast transport transport safety--automobile chassis, mobile speed,
range more widely.
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Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1543
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